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　We consider in this paper how well t恥 minimalist framework of Chomsky (1993,
1994)canﾆaccount for the varieties of the imperative上in English√ﾆ･We adopt･･the clausal･
structure of Chomsky ( 1993) for English in its esse叫ials and modify it as we develop
our analysis. Thus, we assume the VP-intemal subject hypothesis. ……　…………＼…………=
　：We take it that the followingくexamples illustrate the imperative in Pr‘esent-day………j
English (PE)レ　　　　．･．･．･･･．･･．･･．．　　　・　．　　　　　　　･･　．　十　六十　　　　　．　･････．　・．　　･．･　＼
(l)a. Go awayへ　　　＼　･．･　・．．　　　･･．．　・･．･　　・．　　．･　．．　･１‥‥‥　　‥‥‥‥‥‥
ニb.ﾚDo stay.ニ　　　　　　　　･．　　　　犬　　　　．・．･･．･　．･．．　　　　　･･･・　．．．・　　　･･
　ｃ．犬Don't move.　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥：　　……………　１　ニ　　大工　十　　ト　尚十
二d.･ Be quietレ　・　.･･..･･　.･　.･　・..･･　　　･.　　・　・十　‥‥‥＼‥‥‥‥‥　　‥‥　‥‥‥
　ｅ. Do be ready ６ｎ time. (Davies√1986)‥‥‥‥‥‥　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥　‥‥‥‥‥‥
　f. Don't 屈Ｖｅ eaten everything before I get thereﾚﾆ(ibid.)　…………万犬…………
(2)a. You come with mCこ!‥‥‥‥万‥‥‥‥万　………十＼………………………………
犬b=レThose with luggage don't leave it･unattended♪(Davies√1986)………
　c. Someone comeﾚwith me.　　　･.・・.・　.･・　　　　　.･..･1……
　d. Do somebody make ａ note of itレ｢Davies,」986)‥‥‥‥‥=I･・　　　　.･･
十ｅ. l don't care what the rest of you do, but do those with cars turn upレ(ibid.)
　f. Don't you open the door. (ibid.)　　　犬　　　ダ一一　ニニ　　ェ犬
　g. Don't anybody disturb him.　し　　　　・・　・．･．　　　　･．･･　．．　：　．　･･．　　　．･．
The sentences i!1(1) and (2) disj〕lay the three㎞ajor properties of the imperatiﾕｖ9=
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constructions, i.e.,(i) the optional natuΓｅ:Of!heimperative subjectﾄ(cf. subjectless犬
imperatives in (1):vs. imperatives with the subject:in (2)), (ii)the lack of tense く
inflection, and (iii)tl!eobligatory presence of do in negative and emphatically
affirmative imperatives, even with he andliaｖｅ-(cf.(le,f))レ　　十六　　‥‥‥‥‥
　As for the property (i),恥ukema & Cφopφ叩s (1989) argue thatしitis not enough to
delete the pronoi!n subject you to叫声ｕ皿丿for subjectless imperatives like the 上
sentences in (1). They point to imperative tags in (3)･,in which an indefinite noun ＼
phrase replaces you &S sｕt!ject:　　　　　　　　　　　　　　十　　　　　犬　……………
(3)a. Hand me ａknife, won't y叫 Isomebody ?
　b. Save ｕl?ａseat,コcanyou I one of you？
二They ａrかle correctly that the null subject in imperatives is syntactically present
(witness anaphc r binding, as inニ"Behave youΓμぴブ＼ａ!id control into the withり副－　　　＼
clause√as in "Leave London without e going to the British Museum"). They ａ!so　　十
argue that the 4?mpty subject is ａ variable bound by ａ null∧operator OIｦt not an ＮＩ?trace
(since there is no antecedent for it), nor PRO (since it would be in a "governed ‥‥‥‥
position), nor pro (since it would not be "ideねtified" in English). This OP is adjoined
to IP as topicalization and identified in discourse,・hey suggestレＷｅ･Ｗこi!1 not adopt their
suggestion about the null subject being a variable bound t)y ａ･null･operator nor about･
OP's discourse identification.　We will return to this issue in subsection 3.3｡
　　The property (ii) is straightforward ahdしrequires no comment except to say that it is
shared by the subjunctive in English. Hence we adopt the analysis in Oshima (1993)in
its essentials (cf. also Roberts, !985; Rizzi, 1夕90), where a null modal-like ｖｅφしis
base‘generated above the VP with a rloり-finite main verb:　‥　‥ ‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
(４)ｙ‘り“μＴ･ゆＩＶＰり･[ＶリV tVP Iv be qui叫]11]l犬[Theりroken]linesﾄindicate move・
　　　十　　　　　　　ダ　　　　し　　　　　　　　　　十ment.)　　＼　　：　□　／　▽　十
See subsection 3.2. for some discussion〇fthis. With regard to the property (iii),we
essentially fol!ow Oshima (1993)･吽d developづan account (jf･itbelow.∧　＼犬十六
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2. The Structure of the I画面rative
2.Ｌ Imperativesﾚ and Topicalization
J89
　　Topicalization may be embedded, where ａｃｏmplementizer, if any, always oreむedes
a topic. as Baltin (1982)and Lasnik &Saito (1992) note:‥‥‥　‥‥‥‥I‥‥　‥‥‥　‥‥‥　‥
(5)a.！believe that this book, you should readﾀﾞ=4.‥‥‥　‥‥
　ａ'.I＊!believe μ山浦ook, that you should read rレ　才六
　b. That this solution , I proposed 4 last year is widely known.
　ｃ.the man to whom /功εΓty,we could never grant t.
O!l these grounds. they suggest thaり1 topic phrase is adjoined to IP(=S). '……=……
　　Following this suggestion, Zhang (1991) argues that加前in imperatives is not
located in the Ｃ head of CP but in the T(ense) head ofTR on the basis of the fact that
ｄｏｎ'tｆ･0110ｗs↓not precedes, tμｅtopic in the imperative with topicalization:‥‥‥　‥　‥
(6)a. Don't (you) open thatpre･sent until next week!　/
　b.Ｔｈａt ｍｅｓｅｎt，don't (you) openにjntil next week!し
・ｃ･*Don't that presenじ(you)open Ｚ until neχt week!
　lf加力11 were in Ｃ，then (6c) would be grammatical. while (6b) would not, since the
topic ph°se that present is assumed to be adjoined toＩＰ(＝へgrｓＰ);＼=　犬　　ニ
　This argument does not go through however, because it hinges on the mistaken as-
sumption that matrix clauses pattern like subordinate clauses with respect to topicaliza-
tion. Rochemont (1989) shows that topicalization ｃ卯犬adjoin to CP in matrix clauses
unlike in subordinate ones:　　　　　∧　　　　　　　.･　　＼　　　　上
(7) Tom, why would anyone want to meet Z？
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Thus, the sentences in (6)doりot exclude the possibiliこty of generating don't in C. We
assume then that do前in cases like (6b) sits in C. We will s如 some evidence in上
support of this in section ４，where it is shownﾕthat the fact that i印加ratives cannot beニ
embedded receives ａ natural explanationﾚinthりe terポs. See Oshima (1993)::for theニ
same approach.　　　十　　十　十　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥：ニ1　　ニ
　Under the minimalist framework topical皿tion cannot be adj四万ction moveme叫to
IP as in Stanφird analyses, since movement皿ust be morphologically driven, given………
Greed (Chomsky, 1993, 1994).^ Note that topicalizati叩大should be taken to be ail……
instance of movement, for the Left Dislocatioね(LD) analogues of (5) ar･ｅ…………………
ungrammatical, as noted by Lasnik & Saito (1992):……万…………　　……:……………
(5')a. *I believe that Z/･£y加雌√you should read it.………………………
　b.＊Th.ａt thiｓｓolｕtｉｏｎ√lproposed jZ〉last year is widやly known.
c. *the man to whomｌｉｂｅｒり, we COリld]never graねtit.　………
　Crucially, topicalization is sub!jecttoﾚ呻bjacency effects, which shows that itindeed
involves movemeれt, as poiりtedトoutby Chomsky (1977).:∧…………………:……　…二万：
(8)a. This be ok, I asked Bill to get his students……toread.………　……………………
　b. *This book. ｌ accept the argument that Jり恥喚ould readﾑﾚ:(Chomsky, 1977)
Compare topicalization to LD, Twhich does not involv:e movement and hence:is not sub-
上j
ject to subjacency:　△　ﾚ犬‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥j…　……………:ij………ケ=十………　　：　　ニ‥
(9) This book, I accept the argument that:Jghりshould read it.　　　　ノ‥　‥‥‥　‥‥‥
　Thus, topicalization as movement must beダmotivated by a mo叩hological need of
the topic phrase itselfへ Cf. al:so Kaan (1992)√芦士suggest thatでTopP (=Topic Iｦ'hrase)
can be generatやd above CP(cf･(7)) as well as below CP(si皿Ｃyﾉ呻icalization can be
ｅ阿東jedded) and above Ａがs町si“ce it extracts an element out of AgrgP).…………Ｔｏ万p↓the
head of TopP, has ａ DP feature[+Top(ic)]and m叫t check it昭ainst a topic phrase in
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[Spec, TopP]before Spell-Out, assuming that the fel!tureis '･strong.･･This assumes that
an XP may freely bear the feature, which is quite plausible. We thus propose the tree
(10)for topicalization, where broken lines indicate movement:　　　　ト　　　　　＼
(10)a. (embedded) b｡(matrix)
　　　TopP
　　／　＼　XP:　　　／燃
、　ト
[+Topl　Top　　(ＣＰ)
　　　　[+TopJ
／ ｀(Ｃ')
　　　ニ
(ｃ)
／十詣φ
　　　　　　　　　　　／ヘ
　　　　　　　ト　　　　　　　‥‘り‥●
The configuration in (10a) guarantees that the complementizer that precedes ａtopic
phrase.
　Topicalization creates an island and hence bars extraction from within. See also
(14a) below。
(11)＊゛hichゐ゜okj did, [to Ｒｏｂｉｎ：、Lee ｇｉ゛ｅりり]?
This fact may beﾚaccounted for in terms of the barrierhood of TopP, if we assume that
TopP is never selected by any χｏcategory. hence a barrier to extraction. Cf. Chom-
sky (1986).　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　十
2｡2，Topicalization and Focus Constructions　　　＼
　　Itis important to note that there are two distinct types of constructions in the so-
called topicalization, as stressed by Culicover (1991).　Consider (12) vs. (13), his
examples:　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ニ
(12)a. Robin, I really dislike･
　　b. On the table. Lee put the books.
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(13)a. ROBIN ｌ really dislike.　　　　つ
　　b. ０Ｎ THE TABLE Lee put the books.
　　First, the (12) sentences have the typical "comma intonation" with two separate in-
tonation contours, while the (13) sentences have the focus intcnation characterized by a
primary stress(designated by capitalization) on the preposed phrase and one single in-
tonation contour without any break between the fl‘ontedphrase and the rest of the sen-
tence. Cf. Gundel (1974). Culicover suggests that the preposed elements in (12) are
topics and those in (13) are foci. Let us refer to the constructions in (12) and (13) as
the (bona fide) topicalization constructions and the focus constructions, respectively｡
　　Secondly, there exists a distinction in extraction possibilities between these con-
structions. Culicover notes that it is possible toｅχtractan element out of the focus
constructions, while it is impossible to do so out of topicalization:
(14)a. *This is the book ｗhich
j ，　＼ｆｏ
Ｒｏｂｉｎ：
’l
g゛l゛ｅりり］
　b. This is the book゛＾hichj ＼tｏＲＯＢＩＮ-l g゛ｅ りり］．
As pointed out earlier, topicalization creates an island, hence bars extraction from
within･ Since ｅχtractionis possible in (14b), the focus construction is distinct from
topicalization in this regard as well｡
　　Predictably, "multiple topicalization” 14 possible just in case the inner ”topic"phrase
is ａfocused phrase, since the focus construction allows extraction from within. while
topicalization does not, as observed by Culicover.　　　　　　　　　　　つ　　　　　　　　十
(15)a. This book to ROBIN l gave･
　　b. *This book, zθ/?θゐ加，lgave
This is in accord with the facts in many languages (e.g., Hungarian), in which the topic
precedes the focus, as noted by Heggie ＆了oon(1993).
　This fact leads ｓ to posit Ｒ)ｃ!）(＝Ｆｏｃ郷Phrａsｅ)･belowTopP and ａｂｏyｅＡｇrsＰ:
(16)
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　　　TopP　　　　　　　　　し
　XPf^　＞Ｔｏｐ’
［+Top］Ｔｏぐ万卜bcP
　　　　　　丿へ
l十Ｔｏｐ］Ｙyでj
　　　f+Foc】
［゛Ｆｏｃ］）‥ti…ｙ･
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As seen in (13), the DP-feature [+Foc】is strong, driving the overt movement ofYPj in
(16), just as the DP-feature [+Top]in(12)is√accounting for the overt movement of
XP: in (16)｡
　In subsection 2. 1 ･，we suggested that Top (hence TopP) is never selected by ａ head
and hence is ａ barrier to ｅχtraction. With regard to the focus construction, we might
say that Foe (hence FocP) is selected by Ｃ and by Top (if any, as in (16)).ThｕsＦｏｃＰ
does not constitute ａ barrier. Agr P is alwayｓ　ｓｅlected by Ｃ， and this selection feature
may be transmitted down to ａ succession of lower heads (say.:to Top and then t(ｊFoe),
if any. Hence AgrP is never ａ barrier to ｅχtraction either｡
　As another distinguishing property. Culicover (1991) observes that topicalization
does not exhibit wco effects, because the topicalized element is not an operator,
while the focus construction does. because the focused phrase functions as an operator
(cf. Chomsky, 1977):
(17)a. Robinj･ his: mother really appreciates.
　　b'＊ROBINi hisj mother really appreciates.
　　Finally, we might note as yet another distinction thatａ topicalized phrase must be
referential or generic, whereas ａ focused phrase need not be.　Quantifiers and quanti-
fied DPs do not have reference nor generic interpretation. hence they may not be topi-
calized as shown in (18):
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(18)a. *Eveりｏｎｅ 、l know Z
・
　　b.＊Ｎｏｂｏｄｙ 、 John wants to ｓｅｅt、
The (19) sentences･ however, are acceptable, which indicates that t恥y are not cases of
(true) topicalization.　Rather, they are focus sentences ｗitl!ａ contrastive focus.
(19)a. EVERYONE ｌknow l .
　　b.?NOBODY John wants toｓｅｅt
The contrast t?etween (18) and (19) strengthens Culicover's c4S!sfor these two separate
constructions｡
　　The strong DP-feature [十Ｆｏｃ]associatedwith the element in[Spec, FocP], i.e., YP
il!(16), is phonologically realized as ａ heavy stressin English, Hungarian, German (cf.
Grewendorf, 1989), etc。 while perhaps itis responsible for ｗα -marking in topics in
Japanese.
2.3. Further Remarks on Focus Constructions
　　The configuration in (16) will accommodate negative inversion and So inversion･
Culicover observes that negative and So inversion may be embedded as in (20a, b) and
proposes a functional projection PolPt元loｗ･ CP and above IP 11sin (21)｡8ニ‥　　　　ニ
(20)a. Lee said that αZn･o tim゛il゛6“哨iheりagree to visit Robin Zi･
　　b. I said that ｇ ma砂μ叩他丿id: Robinりinsul口i that he did not dare return
　　home.
(21)　CP
　　　　｡
＞＜
C　　　　　　PolP
１臨ご白白≧I）・≒十
　　プドレノヤg≪-sP)
　　1　ﾄﾞｏｕld}
を一'ノベ
　　j｀ヽ-｡-j!i?｡‥｡｡／／
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　On Gulicover's account,トone instantiation of Pol (Polarity) is Focus in theニcase of:
English:a negative phrase (NegP) and a5o-phrase in (22b)ﾆmiy明知er questions:!ike
(22a):＼‥‥‥　　　‥　‥　　　‥　‥‥‥‥　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥日‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
(22)a. speaker｡Ａ: Did you see anyone?……………………j………
　b√speakerでＢ:。Ｎｏ√not a single person did I see.………
　　　　Yes, so many people did l see that☆ﾚ。
Stφpose we identify his "PolP“搾油ｏｕｒ･･FocP."" Then, the preposingﾚ6f the V-INFL
complex in r!egative and 釦 inversion remains to be accounted for.　＼　　　土入犬
　　One obvious possibility is t6 invoke negative and a印面ative triggers. Nりte that the
V-feature [+Foc] is weak and c!oes not trigger overt movement of the V-INFL complex
(witness non-raising of the complex in cases like (13))･卜egative phrases and So-十
phrases]may, however√freely obtain ａ strong DP feature[+Foc], which drives their……
overt movement, as in (21). The V-feature [ナＦｏｃ]in Foe (士Pol) is weak, as noted十ニ
aboveトSuppose the features [+Neg]and [+So↑in NegP and ぎりP respectively, render
the weak V-feature [＋Ｆｏｃ]stl‘6ngにThis will force t!le overt皿ｏｖやment of would/.ぷと/ in
(21)unc!er the assumption that the head Ｎｅｇ/Ｓｏつhasr奥向ed to and amalgamated with ＼
the modal and Agr in A會sＰ　ニニ　　上　　　十　ダ　　　犬＼　　ト　ニ：ニ＼十
　　In the literature Hungarian is characterized as displaying a configuration of topics
and focuses analogous to that in (16). Heggie and Yoon (1993)√for example√plやpose
the structure in (23) for Hungarian:＼　　‥‥　‥　‥‥‥‥‥　‥‥　‥‥‥　ト＼　，‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
(23) P¶P (=Predicate Phrase)
ｊ　ＴＯＰ.し　　Ｐr'
…………に1:ノ八丿＼…
…
j･･
･j
…
………
…
…Ｅご二万謡…………
　　　ﾉ:｀几ｚと卜こ
………………･‥ti･べj‥･万
TOP=topicalized element
FOC=focused element
They show for Hungarian that (i) elementsﾀﾞin topic position must be:either referen-
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tial or generic,△(ii) th･ｅｏｎ!ytype of focused ir
elements is an explicitly contrastive ｇｎｅ√(iii)topiぐａ!ized……elementsニｃ姐面t undergo reダ
construction for binding,∇and (iv) topicalization behaves like NP-movemeりt with………
respect to subjacency and binding, though itしisnot triggered for Case一小eoretic reasons･
See Horvathﾚ(1985), Kiss (1987√1990,上呵叩p皿り,犬Brody (1990), etc。for topics and
focuses in HungarianｿCf. Also Agouraki (!990) and Tsimpli (1990) for Modei‘ｎ Greek
and Choe (to appやar) for Korean.　‥‥‥‥‥‥=……………　ﾉ‥‥‥　‥‥‥‥　　　‥‥
　　Summarizing o町 discussion about topic 面(!focus constructions in the pl‘eceding
t｀゛osubsections丿冲e is subst叩卵l evidenceりrpos叫ng TopP and FocP as two d沁十
tinct functional Pr(!jections.　　　　　　　　　　　＼/　レ十　...･　....･･　　　　　　・.･.
2｡4. Imperative Sｕt!jects　　　　　　　〕　　‥‥‥‥‥　‥‥‥　‥　　‥　‥‥
ニAn explicit sｕt!jectof the imperativeトlike you, somebody↓etc. serves as a focused
element. Consider (24) (=(6b)):　＝犬　　　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥　‥‥　‥‥‥＞　‥‥‥　‥　‥
(24)a. That prese皿, don't you open until next week.
ニ　b. That present. don't open until next:week.……
(24a) with you is more emphatic with focus on you than (24b) withouりou.
　十Consider also the imperative sentences with the overt sut!ject(cfレ(2)):
(25)a. You leave me alone. (Davies, 1986)十尚＼　　十万…　……
ニb.Ｙｏｕmake the dinner and John do the washing up. (ibid.)
　　ｃ.Ｓｏｍｅｏｎｇanswer the phone. (ibid.)……………………万
The imperative sentences in (25) all focus on th!;subject:(25a) expresses t!lespeaker's
claim to authority overﾕthe addresseeﾄ(eｔ･, in a commanding tone of voice)√(25b)con･
traststhe imperative subject yoM with another one /ゐ加、and (ぶ5c)indicatesﾄthat the in-
tended ager!ts of the action requested ｉ･ｅnot all thりiddresseesレ?this sense these sen-
tences differ from subjectless imperatives 加ith no focusing on thりlnderstood subject.
　　Since FocP is motivated independently『げ.ﾄsubsectjo』2､2. and 2.3.)、anatur叫
account of the imperative with the subject is to locate the imerative sｕt!iectin (25) in
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the [Spe[:, FocP]position. On this account th!･ forms in (24)ﾚhave the Stl‘ucturein (26)
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　■　　　　　■　　　　　　　・　　　　　　　　”ａ revision ｏｆ.(10b)ﾝ ．･　‥‥‥　‥　‥　　‥‥‥　‥:ダ……………………：：　･．
(26) TopP
､／
CP　＼，
／Ｃ＼
In the next section we turn to evidence inﾀﾞsupport of thとstructure ｉｎ=･(26).
3. The Motivation for the Structure of the Imperative
3.1. CP　　　　　　　　　　ト　　　　　　　　　　　＼
‥‥‥:Wehave assumed in subsection 2.1. that don't of the negative imperative (e.g･，＝
(6a)) is in the head of CP. Then, 加前will be below TopP:(cf. (26)) and above FocP
and AgrgP. The nullりypothesis is that the same account carﾘes gｖ9Γtothe cases in
(27), inverted emphatically affii‘mativeimperatives with 面………andthe overt:subject,
which aΓe acceptable despite popular claims toよthecontrary =inthe literature:犬／ニ
(27)a. DO somebody make a note of it. (=(2d))………………………　∧　　　∧
　　b.↑don't care what the i‘estof you d(れ bUt£)ひthose叫th cars turn up. (=(2e))
　　ｃ.ＤＯat least some of you have ａ tryﾚ (Ｄａｖiei,=1986)‥‥‥　‥‥‥‥万　　‥‥　‥‥
し　d.わりat least you have a go, even if the others won't√ (ibid.)　　　　十　ニレ
j　As
has long been noted in the literature.･thcトinvertedaffirm畔ive imperative withゐ
like ”ＤＯyou sit down!” is unacceptable (Culicover√1976)トHowever, as Davies (1986)
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extensively discusses, sentences like those in (27)………areacceptable withここ友……むφntrastive
reading (i.e.√"somebody”vs. "many/allへpeople"如く(ｎａ), "those with皿rs" vs･"those
without cars"ﾄinﾄ(27b), etc.)ごDavies shows thatﾚthe inverted emphatically af恥面itive
imperative with do･per se is not ungrammatical and･一席at unacceptableトcases〉of the CO叫
struction:can be explainec!away in semantic/pragmatiぐterms.……We follow his logic inﾄ
this regard 卸ｄ conclude that sentences like (27) are grammatical and do in (27)∧also十
sits in the same position aSjかn't in negative△imperatives.……犬　十＼　＼　..
　Let us return to the question of the surface position for do and doね't. One possibi!ity
is to say that they are i!l the head of TopP instead of that of CP. This iShardly‥‥ ‥‥‥
plausib!e, however, in view of the fact that affirmative imperatives in (27) as well as
negative imperatives in (28) do not involve topicalization at all:　‥‥‥　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
(28)a. Don't you eat that cake｡　＼　　　＼∧
　犬b. Don't anybody touch this wet paint･
　　ｃ.:Don't you go out tonight. ニ………
That is, there is no reason to postulate TopPfor(27)しａｎｄ(28).j‥‥‥‥‥‥　‥I..　・.･.･.･　・.　・：
＼lt is りot plausib!ｅ to p!aceｄｏ/ｄｃｎ't･in Foe of FocP either,･because the ｆｏｃﾘsed sub-
ject phrase located in [Spec, FocP] then should precede Jo andしdon't rather than follow
ｹthem. unless the Sｕt!jectis in [ﾚSpec↓ＡがgP] insteadﾚat Spell-Outﾀﾞ11dｹﾞ皿ises across them
tｏ[Spec, FocP]in covert movement, due to the w幽晦暉ぱof the DP-feature [十Foc|.
But this is unlikely√since the imperative is……如t＼四打■elya focus coねstrUction but:exhib:its
ａ set of syntactic properties characteristicしof theﾚimperative (cf. section 1). The focus
constructions fail to display thりｅごfeatures.十…………し……万……:‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
　　More crucially, thereﾆis good reason toｹﾞ♭叫ｅＶやthat the Ｄrﾄfeatuぱ[+Foc] isﾚstrong:
in (13) the focusedﾄphrases:(Robin '＼nil3a) and On theりable in (131?))pr･ｅｃｅ心山eir十六
respective subjects (/ in (13a) andμe in (13b)),ｹﾞshowing that theしformer have overtly
raised to [Spec, Fc]cPl. This means that the DP-feature∇iSﾄstrong. Similarly, the nega･
tive:p!irase and the So-phrase must overtly犬面肺蜃りりises like (20). If these phrases are
focus phrases licensed by the V-INFL印加plelx in FocthΓough feature checking, as we
suggest in subsection 2.3･， then the feature暗面1 must be strong.∧………＼……………………
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　On the other hand, C is i plausible surfac･; sitefo!･imperativeﾆ加'/donH, since this
head determines the type of constrりction of the followingしclausらｅ･ii･,declarative√＼
interrogative, etc. Suppose we ascribe the syntactic (and semantic) propertiりof theﾕ
imperative to the head C and that Ｃｃａ?es the V-feature[+Imr]]in imperative con-
struむtionsレAn explicit Sｕ!!jectof the imperative. base-generated in[Spec, VP], raises
overtly to [spec, FocP]. Consider (26'), a simpぼied tree diagram.　＼　　　　　◇　＼
[十Ｔｏｐ]ニドｎ)p]
Double-headed arrows indicate
∧ＣＰ=..･･･.　　　･.・　.･.　･･　.･checking･
…
………ﾌﾟ
ﾜ＜j
…
…
…
＼
………
jj
子犬二ﾌﾞﾔｃｙ二………………
トI≒]…
…
…ﾂ::…………ｸﾞへこj
j
ﾕ
j
yｏｕト　Ｆｏｃ十………Ag札Ｐ
IJ十Foe]　ｌ十Ｒ)ｃ卜t
　　We are assuming that the Sｕ!!jectDP optionally bears a strong DP-fea叫re [+Focレ
The feature then drives the overt movement of the subjectﾚtｏ[Spec, FocP], while the
strong feature [＋恥P]ﾚrequires the overt raisingﾄof the topicalized phrase･Next, we will
deal with the syntactic properties of the imperative in terms of [+Imp]C, in the follow-
ing subsectionsレ∧　＼　　　　　　　　　　　＜　　　　　　ニ　　　　　　　　　　　　し
3.2. The Imperative Mood　　　　　　　　　＼　　　‥‥　‥‥‥　　　‥‥‥‥‥‥　　‥‥‥‥‥‥
　Let us consider the lack of tense inflection in the impeΓ涵Ｖらone of the three major
properties mentioned in sectionコ1. We claim that the∇(higher) VP ｏｆ･imperatives
,is……
headed t?y“ null modal-like verb "[VIφ]”･゛hich c-selects (VP headed by) an non-　△
finite verb√as in (29), hence ｎ６ tense inflectioねin imperative・(see:Oshima, 1993 for
some evidence in favo｢of this proposal｣ﾚﾉAgr6Pis:disregarded:h＆ｅ六釦r:exposiや叩………=
convenience.　▽　　□　ニ犬　　　‥犬･　　　　犬　　　ｊ　……　　六十　　　．･．･　．・　　．･．　　　　･･．･･･．･．･．･･･
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(29)a.ﾄYou stay her･;! (Ｙｏｕdoit!)
b. CP
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　　In Oshima (1993) it is claimedﾚthat the non-finiteﾄverb皿砂in (29b)cannot:raise to
the position of the null verb√which 1S a!ready lexicallyしfil!ed. However,士this as叩池p¬
tion by itself is not sufficient to prevent such raising:though it precludesダｓｕbｓtitｕtｉｏｎ，ト
1t leaves open the possibility of ａｄｊｏｉｎｉｎｇthe non-finite verb to the null verb, which
looks like a "light verb" (cf. such raisingﾄφf a light ･verb in こａ･Larsonianﾄshell)∧But th･1S
possibility can be precluded in our terms: note that suchodiｕｎｃtｉｏｎ　iSnot needed, ＼
hence not allowed, since there is no ｍｏ巾hological motivation for it, ｕr!like in the case
　　　　　　　　　　　　心.　　.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　.■　■　　　　　　　　　　　　　■of a ”light verb" 十a minimalist account∠……………I　　上　＼　 十万 犬
011 the other hand, the null verb with a strong V-feature[＋lmp]must overt!y:raise ＼
卸d adjoin to the head C also with the same feature, through Agr_ and Foe, for feature
checking:before Spell-Out,･or the derivation cr･ashes at PF.しWe suggest t!latしtheV-
feature[＋lmP]is responsiblﾕｅ for the imperativりTTOod inflection, which happens to be
phonologically ｎｕll　＼nE glish, iぶ･, PE, butりvert in many languages such as Latin,レ
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French, Spanish, Italian, Russian, Gennan, Old English, etc.……………………万………
　The postu!ation of the null verb is motivatedﾄby tt!efact that doしisrequired even
with be and have in!legative ａ!idemphatic imperatives. unlike inﾀﾞnegative and em一十
phadc declaratives (cf. section 1). The null verb prevents raising of be/havとas well as
other verbs 姐d opens the way toｄｏ-support. We return to thisﾀﾞissuein subsection 3 ,４.
3.3. The Subject cf the Imperative　犬　二　　上　　　　　　　　‥‥　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥　‥‥
　As briefly tｏt!chedupon in section l，the subject is optional in imp吟社ives in Eng-
lish. CO ntra Beukema & Coopmans (1989), we suggest that the null imperative subject
is pro, not ａ variable bound by OP, which is "discourse-identified" like pro inﾚChinese j
(cf. Huang, 1984).　　・・...･　　　　　　　･.　.・　..･.　　　.･..　･..･万………
　The null Sｕt!jectis always interpreted as the ￥drりsｅりn EnがiSh:at least, unlike an
overt imperative 斗t!ject, which may include a社命d person DPφΓconsist of only a third
person DP in certain conteχts:　ニヶ　　　　　　　つ十　し　　　．．･　．･．　　･･　・．　･．
(30) Explain what you mean.　　　　　　　　　　〉　　　　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥　　‥‥ﾚ
(31)a. Youand your men keep watch on the lefいｖhilel･getinto position on the riがlt.つ
　　　(Davies, 1986)　　　　上　　　十‥：　　　　　コ　　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
　　b. You make the dinner and 力加do the washing ｕpレＮ９?しAll right then。John cook
　　　and yoM wash up. (ibid.)十　　　　　　　＼　ノ　　　ニ　　　ェ　　　：　　‥‥‥‥‥
　ｃ.＊ゐ/in cook./*Hi?cook./*Shどcook.　　　　‥‥‥‥‥　‥‥‥‥　‥
　　In (30) the agent of the action requested is the addresseとalone･，ｉ･･hereas in (31a) the
agents are "you and your men'≒ａ secoi!d person pronounがus a third per‘son DP (non-
addressees), and in (31b) one of the ｅｏr!juncts in each sentence contair!s ａ third person
subject, the other having a second person subject, while cases like (31c) are unaccept-
able. These facts do not seem tｏ:choose between the discourseしidentification account
and our non-discourse approach･　　　　　　‥‥‥　‥　　‥‥‥‥‥
　We are assuming that the explicit imperative sｕt!ject raises t(j[Speむ, FocPJ, how-……
ever.　We ゛!‘guesho｢tly that pro as imperative s賤｣ect raises奴)ぐ[Spec, AかsＰ:レIf this
account is cO rrect, it is not plausible to say that an imperative几subject in English, which
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is below CR is ac¢essedﾄbyﾚa discourse呻収i:i加悦of topic interpretationｿfor null十六
elements jus口ike a discりUIヌーinte叩皿ted pro in Chineねe, for the latter isﾚperhaps in
[Spec, CP], the highest position iμａ sentenceく排叩面ｅ。presurr
accessible to such a principle.……………………………=………日十万…………………………レゲ…………
　Then, we will be forced tｏ:posit a nｕU………ope昨年:tφΓin[Spぐ･cjj･ＣＰ]√which]bindsa null………
imperative subject in [SPやｃ√Ａ僻sr]，司ong theﾚ叫面ｹﾞof Beukema & Co叩mans. How-
ever, this whole idea of discourseトidentification is not convincing√becauseﾄan impera一犬
tive sentence in isolation always has the addresぱｅﾉ:interpretation foi･the subject√……
Discourse plays no role in subject interpretati皿丿Thus√we propose that the……11t
impel°ative subject is not a discourseﾆidentified opeΓator bﾘt 4p!7o whichﾚ畑:to be　=六十
grammatically lice!ised somehow, and we will present evidence for this position叫昨し
This raises the question how it is”licensed”∧姐4/”identifie:d”:4t溺l‥　‥‥尚＼．．．・　　．　・．・．
　　Let us determine fiねt the structure for imperatives with a pro subject･ぺRecallニthat上
the null subject of the imperative is not focused,ﾚas noted with regard to (24a) vs.(24b)･
We suggest that the imperative with pr６･as subject lacks tりe focus projection (Foe!))レ
Thus the pro occupieりhe[spec√Agr^P] positioり, a non-focus posiねｏｈ,皿SpelﾄＯｕt.ニ
Perhaps ａ phono!ogically null pro cannot bear thり3P-feature[ナFoe], which isﾄtol]ｅ　十
realized as primary stress 血 the PF component after all.　　　.・.･..　　　.・・
十Following much recent work (Rizzi, 1986: Santorini√1994; Ottosson, 1994), we白丁
assume that pro must be both formally licensed and identified√As for the mechanism
of formal licensing√pro must be '･Case-marked"(Case-checked, in current tｅ!rms) by a
licensing head. In addition tot皿s formal licensing, pro must be "identified" (checked
with respect to agreement, in current terms) by the lice･nsing head (Rizzi, 1986)丿十　ダ
　Assur!ie:further that (i) C with the feature[+Imp]assigns the second pぐrson featureｺ
to ＡＩ§rｓＰunder ａ head-complen!ent relation (see our discussion at the end of this sub-
section for some compliとation in the case of an overt subject), (ii) the assigned feature
i!IAgfgP perco!ates down tｏしbothits head Agr^ aりd its Spec↓(iii)[ナImp] Agr沁叩………
only licenser in English (ａslight depar叫re from Rizzi,ﾆ1986, whichこsｕggeststhat‥‥‥　‥
English has no licenser), ａ!id(iv) English has oりly a proﾚwhichねckSヶa person feature
amongφ-featur‘es.　　　二　十　　　　………　ｊ　　‥‥　‥‥‥　　‥‥‥‥‥　‥‥　　‥‥　‥
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　　Given the assumption (iii)･八忿rsﾀﾞformally licenses pro in its Spec through Case-………
checking (see our discussion below for Case-checking). Given the･assumption (iv),
unless pro somehow acquires a person feature, it will fail to be checked, resulting 1!ｌａ
crashed derivation∠the normal case in English, where pro isﾚnot allowed in general.十
万恥only exception to this is the imperativeしonstructionトＮＯＷ参政s√which may as an
option have １１second person (as well as other φ -features), acquires a secondﾚperson∧
through assignment in imperatives, given the as｡sumptions (i) and (ii). So, it血晦have
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　‥　　　　　　.　・　　　　　　　　　・　●･･.|:　　　　　.･･　　I　.　・　・
ａ double specification of the second person as its own (inherent) fea叫re and as ａし……:万
superimposed (assigned) feature, and identifies (checks) pro.　　‥‥‥‥‥‥＼＼ダニ
　ニThus, within the minimalist framework we can captureつRizzi's (1986) formal………j
licensing requirement and his identification requirement on pro 畑 terms｡of checkingﾚ＼
theory (Chomsky, 1993), Case-checking for the former 卵d agreementﾚcheckingﾚfor the
latter.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ト　　　　　　〉　　＼　　ト
　十This account correctly excludes (32b√c), while ruling in(32a);‥‥‥‥‥‥‥:ケ　ﾀﾞ
(32)a. Wash yourself/yourselves!‥‥　‥　　‥‥‥‥
b. *Wash myself/ourselves:!　　ニ　レニ
　　c. *Wash himself/herself/it必If/themselves!
Under the i!lterpretive version of binding theory of Chomsky (1993),ﾄthe (b) and (む)犬
r　　　　　　　●　●･　　・.・　　　・　・　　　　　　　　　　　　●I･　　■　　　　■■　■　■　　　■
cases of (32) receiveりｏ interpretation.　This constitutes a violation of the condition of
Full InterpΓetation (FI)√Si面e the subject pi‘０，provided w:ith a second persoねfeature l
through assignment, cannot bind the a面phor in皿池皿Se√がV師面inφΓnpatibility in
person feature. The (32c) examples also show that pro does not contain the third
person feature unlike explicit imperative ＳＵt!jectslike ∫omeonど, as we =Ｗﾕillsee below.
Cf. (37).　　　　/　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼犬　　　　　上　　ニ
十This account entails that English does have a pro of a limitedﾘse, i.e., only as an
imperative subject. Ａ:SU!jject pro in ａｎｏ!1-impeΓative sentence is excluded as desired,
since it will not be formally licensed nor identified (as an面面ment) by Agr^ with its
φ-features, because it is not 11licenser and lacks a person feature.　　＼　　　j　＼
　　Ａ piece of evidence for the present analysis面二〇pposed to the you deletion analysis
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is provid!;dﾕ!)yﾚ脚ｅ fact that thCｿﾞformer, not the latter, accounts foμhe addressee reading･
of an imperative sﾘbject, whether the SUt!j如t isｹpro or notレConsider theやxamples with
explicit sul!jects in (2) again. Eχcept the seむond person subject you in (2a) and (2f), all
the SUt!jects in the (2)s:entences h昨Q a thirdしpersonトreference and yet have an　　　　◇
addressee interpretation.　Thus, /加se with luggage in (2b)Γefers to "those withﾚluggage
among you," ａ subset of the set of addressees.　　　･.･.･.　..　　･･　.･　　＝
　犬This fact about overt imperative subjects shows that they have ａ complex structure
for the person feature component, i.ｅ。 the comlex ＣＱ!isisting of:ａ second person十　レレ
feature for the entire set of addressees 鴎d:a third person feature for one of its subsets in
question.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼　　　　　　　　　　　　　ト　　：　ト
　In the (2) sentences anﾀﾞｅｘp!icitSｕt!jectDP has as its in:hereねt feature either the
second person feature (you in (2a) and (If)) or the third person feature {those with
lｕｇｇａｇｅ"ｍ.(2b), some･助Ｏｎ･(2c), etc.).◇Ａ倉rs then will have the second person ………
superimposed on its inher‘ent (second/tりird) person feature, and checks the subject,
much as in the case of the iｕt!ject pro.　　　　　十　　＼ ･･.　　　　　　・　・・　.．
　　Thus, in (2b) the SUt!ject those with加叙age comes to be asso面面d with a featureし
complex consisting of an assigned second:person feature (for the entire set of
し……
addressees) and its inherent third person feature (for one of itいubsets)ニThis featural
complex will receive interpretation, at the LF iねterface perhaps, as ”2tsubset of those
with luggage among the set of addressees."しSimilarly, the subject in (2c)づｓｏｍｅｏｎｅ＼
denotes "a subset of someone among the set of addressees'!ﾄor "some of you," etc.……
　　As further evidence in support of the present account we may note that it follows
fｒOm this account that imperatives with n呻 and thirdしperson pronouns ０r proper names
are unacceptable:　　　　　　　　・.･･...　　･･.･.･･･.･･..　・.･　　･･･.　　　　　　　　　･･..・
(33)a. *I/*He/*We/*They please go outside. ｢Davies,」986)
　　b. *Rob take the box, will yｏｕ? (ibid.)十　　十‥‥‥‥
　It is very difficul!to imagineトa situation where a first person pronoun refers to a
subset of the addressees nor is it ｅ心yﾄto thi皿ｋof ａ･situation where･ 4 thl･rd person may
be included among the addressees, out ６ｆcontext. Hence the cases in (33a) are
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anomalousﾚSimilarly, (33b) isﾅunacceptable: a proper noun j?ob resistsﾚａｎ∧addressee
interpretation･ However, if:a pair of proper names occur√each of them may:徊へtaken t(j
refer toａ member of the set of addressees. so the imperative improves in status　　＼
considerably. Thus Davies' observation about (33c) is acとounted for:(itね3acceptable十
〇ｎthe above addressee interpretation. 丿　　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥=‥‥‥‥‥　‥‥　‥
(33)c. Rob take the box and Dave bring the suitむase.
　Additional evidence ｆｏrﾄthisapproach comes from the fact that it also yields anニ
explanation for a contrast between the (34a)-(34a') paii‘and the (34b)･(34b¶)pair noted
t)y Schmerling (1982):　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼　　　つ
(34)a. Somebody open the window.
　　a'.*The window be opened･
　b. Somebody opened the door.
　　b'.The door was opened.
　　In imperatives like (34a),∧(34a'),ｿthe sｕt!ject acquires ａ second person feature, so it
receives an addressee reading, which is compatible with the human subject in (34a)ニ
("somebody in the audience") but incompatible with:the inanimate subject in (34a')ニ
("the window in the audience"), hence an anomaly. On the other hand, in ｄｅｃ!aratives
like (34b), (34b') the sｕt!ject receives no such reading.工姐d both (34b) and (34b') are
impeccable.　　　　　　I　　　　　ト　　　　　　:‥‥‥‥　‥　‥　‥‥‥　‥　‥‥
　　Furthermore, the present analysis also provides a basis for an explanation for puz-
zling facts about imperative tａかand anap!lor binding noted byＢ(?uton(1982). On the
one hand. the tag subject of the imperative with an explicit sﾘbject must be yoμ, even
when the sｕt!ject of the main clause is an indefiniteﾚpronoun lik＾ｓｏｍｅｏｎｅ，ｅｖｅｒ＼ｉ　me.
ｏΓα砂one. Consider the fol!owing examples, due to Boutoﾘ(1982):十J……
(35)a. Eveりone go homeりow, will 押μ?………;‥‥‥　‥‥=　犬
　　b. Someone shut the door, wi!Iyou7　　　　‥　‥‥十‥　‥‥
　c. Don't a砂one say anything about thisﾚtoMike√ｗil1叩叩
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(36)a. *Someone pick]up that paper over there, will g脚如ａ･?
　　b. *Don't a砂one take any books with him, will anyo肥?∧
The acceptabili!y of (35) must be relatedごto the fact that:the third]person quantifie!‘………
subject in the main clause has the feat面eofthやs必呻dダperson superimposed on it.
Thus the sｕt!jectlends itself to an interpretation according to which its varaible may be
instantiated by the same individual aり恥tag sub!iect you･　‥‥　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥犬犬上
　On the other hand, the third p･;rson subject binds]athi皿person anaphor as well as i1
second person anaphor in 瑞ｅ main clause though the tag subject must be you as inト(37),
due to･Bouton (1982):………=‥‥‥‥‥‥‥　　I…………………し‥‥‥‥　　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
卜≒1三ﾄﾔ二子白子･
This also suggests that an explicit imperative sりbject like ｓｎｍ=印ｇつin (37) is associated
with ａ second person feature as well as its (inherent) third person feature and hence can
bine!either a secondﾄperson anaphor or a third p､;rson anaphor.十As for the tag上subject in
the]imperative with the overt matrix SI!ttjやct(cf. (37))、ｏ皿y its ”肺t"feature of the………
second person can "corefer" with theﾚvaraible bound by the main clause explicit………白………
subject, it seems. We have no explanation forﾄthisﾄrestriction to the･ second peΓSo［□
pronoun in this case√however.　……＼ニ＼……ﾉ……＼＼………………ﾀﾞ…………＼万…………………
十Related to these facts are the following examples with a pro subject:　‥‥j
(38)a. Go hom<ら will you'.?ﾚ＼(poｕtonj987)‥‥‥‥　　‥
　　b. Give me:a cigarette, will someone?………(ibid.)………
In (38) the subject pro of the main cluse, provided::with the second person feature, can
"corefer" with not only the tag subjecりou but the variable boundﾄby the tagﾄsubject
ｓｏｍｅｏｎｅ.Sincepro ha多no third person feature, as wり:aw (ば（(3恥)), we must]………
conclude that someone as a tag sｕt!jecthas ａsｅ面面person featureｉ４Ｗや11as a third
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persoりfeature, perhaps under the influence ６ｆthe [+Imp] C inﾄthe main clauseレ　　十
八　(38b), as well as the above facts about anaphor binding and tags√showsﾌﾟthat mere
deletion of the base-generatedトsubject you cannot fully acφunt for i:mpe㈱Iｖe‥‥‥‥‥
consti‘uctions.
L In fact,
the voM-deletion･analysis of th己油pφΓativecannot comeしt6
grips with:the addressee reading of overt imperative subjects nor relatedﾚfacts上about the
acceptability of firstand tりirdperson imperativeしsｕ1?jectsnor theﾚanomaly of passivized
imperatiやes like (34a'). All of t1!ispuzzling a!nrayof facts about imperativりａrｅ‥‥‥:
inexp!icab!ｅ unless we allow for t恥possibilityしof:the explicit imperative subject being
as斗iciated with both the secondﾚ油d the third person feature√though specifics of
implementation of this approach remain to be worked 乱t 17＼This＼lends support to our
analysis of the implicit subject as pro, since it covers bothﾚnull aりd explicit subjects∧
　　Let us turn to the issue of the surface position of the overt imperative印切ect. There
is reason to believe that the subject should be taken to be in[Spec√FocP], not in[Sp.叩，
AgrsＰ]in {29b)･弗ｓ we observed in noU･ 2，the expliciりubject in imperatives is‥ ‥‥
somehow "marked” and focused. ΓΥhisいsuggeststhat 脚Q explicit imperative subject……
may not be in [Spec, Agr_P]t?ut in[Spec, FocP],＼ａfocus position.　　‥‥‥‥‥　‥‥
　　Secondly, there is a peculiar fact about scope phenomena concerりing imperative… ……：
sｕ1!jects,noted by Schmerling (1982). Consider the following examples, due to her:　万
(39)a. Everybody tasted some dish.
　ニb.Everybody tastesome dish.
She observes that while (39a) is ambiguous with reg£ぱdしtothe relativeヶscope of the………
quantified expressions everybody and九回e dishに汐b)･does not exhibit such十　……
ambiguity, having the s?ｅwide scope interpretation foＸｅｖｅりｂｏｄｙ．　　　　ニ　　　上
白This peculiar property of the quantified sｕt!jectｅｘ･pr･jssion可 the im･かなrativemay
receive ａ natural dp!anation, if we assume that the explicit imperative s:ubjecthas
overtly raised to [Spec, FocP]from[spec, Agr P]in ａtree like (29b). Then, we can
develop｡an account of the distinction in scope possibilities∧between宍(39a)and (39b) in
terms of the position ofａquantified expressior! at Spell-Out, though the content of such八:
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(40) Nobody move!
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an account is controversial at･present (cf.ﾄMay, 1985; Cheng, 199!;聊凶昭け992;………
etc.). The fact remains, howeveΓ, that a quantifier in the[spec, Agr P]position and
another in 6t!jeとtposition mayｹﾞbe ambig面ｕiW:ith respect to scope, as in (39a)ト　　　＼
　　There is strong evidence 如 believe th叫廊e imperative subjectこhas not overtlyﾚraised
to [Spec, Tc pP]. For one thing, a non一叩ferential:and non-generic expression may　上
serve as an overt imperative Sｕt!jectas in/り9b) or (40):　　　　　　　＼　　　　　　　上
As noted above, phrases which are both ｎｏｎ二重‘ｅ恥rentialand non-generic cannot serve ト
as (true) topics.　　　　　ニ　レ　　　ダ　　　　　　　･･.･･.　･.･　　　・.　　･.．
　Next, the comma intonation is characteristic of (true) topicalization, as noted
earlieれbut the imperative subject isﾆnot set off by a comma intonational!y from the rest
of the sentence.　Furthermore, the subject may follow a topicalized phrase, as in (6b)∧
This fact about word order shows that thφ Sｕ!face position of the imperative subject is
lower th゛ that of [Spec･ Ｔｏｉ]Ｐ].It must bやhigher thanしth吋Spec,･･AIぺP] positionﾄin
view of the scope fact discussed above. We thus conclude that the explicit subject sits
in [Spec, FocP]at Spell-Out, since it may 恥 a focusりf the imperative clauseﾝ 犬
　Let us consider next whether we need to posit Agr_P for the imperative. Imperative
subjects such as you.ｓｏｍｅｏｎｅ(in (2c))，　ｓｏｍｅｂｏｄｙ(in2d))√those with cars (in (2e))へ
卯柿りdy (in (2g))，　ｅｖｅりｂｏｄｙ(in(39b))√ｎｏｂｏｄで■y(in (40)) a!･りnherentlyしeithe･r second
person or third pei°son. They may also bﾀﾞcombinations ofり必cond pers叩DP and ａ
third person DP as in (viiia) in note L. Also, they are either singular or pluraレWitnりs∧
also (37) for concord in person and number. In other words. imperative subjects have
t恥φ-feature st)やcifications, as assu皿ed so farレThis forces us to posit Agr^P, given　ダ
the standard assumptions about agreemやnt.　‥‥‥‥‥‥＼　　＼　　＼
　What about ＴＰ? We have some evidence to believe that theﾚimperative subject is in
the accusative Case, not the nominative Case, an observation of Zhang's (!99:I)，　上
Observe the following Qχamples, due to Zhang: ＼　･･.･.・　　　　　　　・　.　　　　　　・..・
(41)a. Don't you and him/the?her fight 咄ai:ｎ!=
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b｡*Don't you and he/they/she fight again!
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Zhang observes that in (41), where subject DPS are col!joined, the firstDP must be of
the second person. and the second can be of the third person but must bear accusative,
as is manifest in the case of pronouns in (41). This contrasts with the facts about
interrogatives in (42), where the second conjunct pronoun may bear either nominative
or accusative unlike in (41):.
(42)a. Won't you and he/him come to my party？
　　b.Can't you and she/her compromise?
This shows that ｃｏｌ!junctionper se plays no role in determining Case in (41).
　　Insupport of Zhang's observation we might cite the following examples in (43) and
(44), where the (a) sentences with accusative Sｕt!jectsare consistently preferred to the
(b) sentences with nominative sｕt!jectsby our informants.
(43)a. You and him stay here!
　　b. *You and he stay here!
(44)a. ??Do at least you and him get along please!
　　b.＊Ｄｏat least you and he get along please!
The (43) examples show clearly that it is not the case that the SUt!jectposition follow-
ing don't in (41) or do in (44) is involved in determining the Case of the sｕt!ject｡
　　Since T(ense) plays ａcrucial role in checking nominative when amalgamated with
Agl｀s･｀゛ｅconclude･ depa｢ting from Oshima (1993)･that TP is missing in i“lperati゛ｅs･
as in the tree in (29b). This conclusion is consistent with the fact that the imperative
does not seem to have any particula｢tense (past or non-past). Thus･ Agfg in (29b)
checks accusative instead of nominative as the unmarked option in English, when it is
not accompanied by Ｔ，assuming that accusative isａ”default”Case in English. ^^
　　Alternatively･ ゛ｅmight say that the null ゛ｅrb(Vl in (29b)) hasｌ DP-feature
[十Acc(usative)]. Though the verb selects VP, it may not Case-check itlike a normal
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transitive verb. As the verb raises to Agfg (on its way to Foe and ultimately, C), it
checks the accusative Case of the imperative sｕt!ject.In this account the null verb has
[十Ａｃｃ]aswell as [+Imp] as its syntactic featuresト　ト　　　　　　　　：‥
　　Now that the explicit sｕt!jectis in Spec of FocP, the mechanism of assigning the
featureトImp] to AgfgPin impe°ti゛es ｀゛ithsuch ３lexical sub!jectis slightly more
complicated than in those with a pro sｕt!ject.Note that the sｕ1!jecthas raised from
Spec ofAgrP to Spec of FocP and Agfg h“s moved to Foe. Then f+Imp] C assigns ａ
second person feature to FocP in ａ head-complement relation, and the feature
percolates down to the subject in [Spec･ FocP]and to Agr, in Foe. Then checking
takes place in ａ Spec-head relation in the domain of FocP.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　つ
3｡４.Negative and Emphatically Affirmative Imperatives　　　　　　　　　ト
　　Let us adopt Laka's (1990) account of (sentential) negation and emphatic
affirmation. She proposes for English the following structure in (45), where Aff stands
for emphatic affirmation:
Ｉ
＼
／Σ
???〜‐‐?
へ
　VP
We will see how this proposal fitsin within our framework of imperatives･
　　Negative and emphatic imperatives like (46a) and (46b) should have the underlying
confiかiration in (47), where we disregard Agｒ。Ｐfor expository purposes:
(46)a. Don't one of you forget the ｍｏｎ呼(Davies, 1986)
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b. Do atleast some of you have a try. (ibid.)
(47)プll、
　　／Ｃ'＼
　　Ｃ　　　　FocP
[十lmp卜／　Foe'
　　　　　Foe AgrgP
　　　　　　　／　＼[十Focj　　　　y
?
[゛Foe,゛Ace] r+iこｊ
へ∧
　VP
　∠へ
　…Ｖ.‥
11‘1
　　The null verb ゆ[with l十Ａｃｃ],if we adopt the alternative analysis touched upon
“bo゛ｅ)゜ｏ゛ｅsリptｏΣ・｢esultingin an amalgam ”[Σ[Ｖφ![ΣｎｏtiAff]]," which in
turn raises to Agr, and then to Foe･ and finally toＣ･ amalgamating with Agrs･ Foe and
Ｃ. The final amalgamated expression is given as ａsubtree in (48):　　　　/
(４８) Ｃ
へ
Ｃ
[十lmp]
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　　In(48) the V-feature [十lmp]of Ｃ checks V. Suppose the phonologically null verb is
unable to support ａΣelement and requires ａｌｅχicaldummy. A dummy verb in
English, do, is employed here to serve as the host forａ(syntactic) cliticnot/Aff, which
cannot occur unattached at Spell-Out － "Lasnik's Filter" (Lasnik, 1981). This isａ
version of <io-support unique to clauses with the null [十Imp] verb, i.e.,imperatiやes.
This means that the null verb requires no ｄθ-sｕpportin the absence ofａΣ element.
HenceΣ-less imperatives occur without do (e.g･, (la), (2a), etcよ
　　Let us spell out this approach to 加一imperatives. Returning to the tree in (47), recall
that the null verb with a strong feature [＋lmp]must overtly raise to Ｃ with [＋lmp]for
feature checking before Spell-Out. As a firststep the verb must move to Σ in
accordance with the Head Movement Constraint (HMC). Hence it necessarily
incorporates. not incorporates to, not/Aff, and as ａconsequence not becomes a
(syntactic) cliticto the null verb. assuming that not isａ potential clitic. This approach
is analogous to Belletti's(1994) suggestion that the negative head in Italian (non) and
in French (ne) is a cliticand left-adjoins to Agr (cf. (48)). Aff, whose phonologicaト
reflex is primary stress.is an inherent clitic,which requires a syntactic (and
phonological) support｡
　　The (syntactic) incorporation ＼゛hichgenerates the amalgam [Σ[Ｖφ町ΣｎｏtiA汀1]
obligatorily triggers ｄθ-support, adjoining do to the amalgam. The amalgam raises to
C through Agfg (and Foe)･Foe °issing in the case of imperatives with a pro subject, as
argued. Ａ lexical sｕt!jectmoves overtly to [spec, FocP] perhaps also stepwise, while a
pro subject instead overtly raises to [Spec･ AgrsＰ]. The resulting structures are given
in (49) (irrelevant details aside):
(49)a. [c do ”ｏt][FocPone of you [^p/forget the money]]
　　b'[C do Aff][FocP some of you [AgrP /have“ try]]
　　c.[C do not][AgrP pro fol‘getthe money]
　　ｄ゛[Cdo Aff][AgrP pro ha゛ea try]　　　　　　　　∧
A11 the phonologically relevant features of each of the structures in (49) are
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"stripped away” by Spell-Out and mapped to PF (Chomsky, 1994). This means that
semantically vacuous do in (49) is stripped away by Spell-Out｡
　　Suppose that phonological encliticization (with zl必･contraction) optionally applies
to the amalgamated forms in (49) in the PF component. If it does, we get the forms in
(50)and if not, those in (51), each corresponding to the forms il!(49), respectively:
(50)a. Don't one of you forget the money!
　　b. DO some of you have ａ try!
　　ｃ.Don't forget the money!
　　d. DO have ａ tｒy!
(51)a. *Do not one of you forget the money!
　　b.＊ＤＱAff some of you have ａ try!
　　ｃ.Do not forget the money!
　　d.＊ＤＯAff have ａ tｒy!
　　First,(51b) and (51d) are excluded by one of the lexical propoerties of Aff, i.ｅ･，the
property of being not only a syntactic cliticbut ａ phonological one. Such a cliticcan
only occur asａ phonological dependent on ａfulllexical item: its reflex is a primary
stress ol!the lexical item. Next, cases like (51a) may be blocked by a phonoloがｃ?
constraint which bars ａsequence ofａ fulllexical form and ａ syntactically encliticized
(i.e･, incorporated) but phonologically unencliticized element in pre-overt-sul!ject
position. a phonologically defined environment, clearly permissible for phonological
constraints. This constraint is independently needed to exclude interrogative sentences
like (52):
(52)a. *L:)ａnot you like it? (cf. Don't you like it?)
　　b. *Wo?ｄ not you like it? (cf. Wouldn't you like it?)
Theoretically, this sort of constraint is allowed at PF in the minimalist program as a
"bare output condition," a condition imposec!at the interface (Chomsky, 1994).
　　Note that our account correctly precludes unacceptabk strings like those in (53) on
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ｌａ principled basis: ニ
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(53 )a. *you not go!
　＼b.＊prｏ not go!
　　c. *Not you go!
　　d. *Not pro ｇｏ!
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The ｎｕl】verbwith l十lmp]presumably must carry along ａＺ element ａ･r/Aff on its
way toＣ，having amalgamated with ｎｏtiAffl4 and necessarily undergoｅｓｄｏ-ｓupport｡
　　This analysis predicts correct!y that面-sｕpport applies t６negative and emphatic
imperatives with all the verbs including be and have. one of the major‘properties of
English (e.g･, (le)and(lf)). Cf. section l. Though they must overtly raise in general,
be and have failto raise in ａ tree like (47), since the immediately higher x≪ position is
lexically filled by the null verb, which has no morphological requirement for
incorporation. Hence the position is not available for substitution nor for adjunction.
See subsection 3.2. for related discussion.･１６
　　While do in non-imperative clauses isしrequiredto support unattached tense, do in
imperatives helps the null verb to support a cliticｎｏtlAff. Since imperatives contain
no tense on our account, there arises no question of tense support in these
constructions. Herein lies a difference inｊθ-support in imperatives and non-
imperatives: the presence vs. absence of a null ｖｅ巾results in the obligatory presence
of do in negative and emphatic imperatives with be/haｖｅ,as opposed to its obligatory
absence in negative and emphatic non-imperatives with be/haｖｅ。
　　The next question we address is how to get the Sｕt!ject-firstorder in some
imperative constructions. Observe (54):
(54)a. Those with luggage don't leave it unattended. (＝(2b))
　b. Everybody DO sit down. (Culicover, 1976)
One solution is to say that the V-feature [十lmp]in C is optionally transmitted down to
Foe. This entails that the (画一supported) null verb一加tIMf complex needs to move
only 4s far as Foe, now provided with [十lmp]as well as [+Foc], for feature checking
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purposes. Hence,回加砂づ卸dZ:)Oin (54) follow the subject㎞]Spec of FocP.……∧ニ‥‥‥
　On this accou皿加Z and Aff follow the subject at each㎡axima!projection
cycle,
i
･（ΣP,
Agr^P, and FocP (=the cycle aりpell-Out)レＴ:his has a conseq面皿e that
the
negative cannot take･ scope over the subjeむt at LF, a correct prediぐtion for cases li如
(54a), unlike cases like (2g)
and (28b) with a negative polarity itemﾚas subject　………
(ｎy加心) and (46a) with
a quantified subject (one of you) as well as (2f)√(28a),ﾄ(2:8c),
:(41a), etc･:‥‥‥=･．･．　･．．･．．　　･･･．　　　　　　　･．:…………………………　　…………………
As an alternative approach we might el!tertain,トwe might propose to
raise:tbe……,白にsubject
from Spec of FocP to Spec
of CP t０ account for ”the subject一ｄｏｎ'tIL)ぴ'(?rder.△
This proposal is suspect, however, in that it calls for some morphologiむal motivationニ
for raising the
SUt!iect toSp叩of CP on minimalist assumptions∠Such motivation is………
not obvious and even if available, it will alwaμΓaise the subject overtly ａ面　　　＼………
:
incorrectly preclude inverted cases like (50a) and (50b)√Ｕｎ!ess
we introduぐe some………万
complications.　　/　　　　　十　　　十　　
‥犬上　　　　　　十　　　…………………１
4. Some Residual Problems　　　ニ　　　　　　犬　ニ　　ト　：　　　　　　　…………1=
　　There remain some residﾘal problems. One of them is how toPrｏｖｉｄｅａｎ‥‥‥‥‥‥
explanation for the fact that imperatives seem to !resistembedding. Ｄやclaratives√
interrogatives and even ｅｘｃ!amatory sentences can ｋ embedded (り1.√"IOS:amazing
how extremely long he can stay under water”)√However, embedded imperatives do
not seem to exist.･ Consider (55) and (56):……　…＼………j…………　………
(55)aﾚ(Don't) Be･a nice guy!
ﾄﾞに皐ご二器言乱い
(56) It is imperative that you be a nice guy
　　Notice that ａ sentence like (56) is acceptableりｕtしitis not ａ case of the e血bedded
imperative. Rather, itis皿embedded sut!junctive clause. Cf. notes 14 and 16.∧For
one thing, the complement clause iれ(56) allows sut!jeむtsofany person to occur freely,
unlike the imperative･　　犬　　　　　十　犬　　　　　　　　＼　　　　ト　　　　:……J
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(57)a. It is imμΓ球ｖｅ that ?‘゜(he/she/they/we)ﾚbe quiteﾚclear about!his.
　b. *HeだShe/*They/*We be q面々clear abo緋this.ニレ＼尚‥　‥‥づ
Furthermore, theりｕt!junctive clause m叫Z have an overりＵ!j4tﾚas in (57a),ﾄwhile the
imperative need not. Also, do-s叩portﾄdoりnot apply㈱subjunctives叩like in
imperatives, as observed above.　　　　　ニ＼エ　＼∧I∧十　　ｊ　　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
　　Consider ａ!so forms like (58), which are often taken to be cases of embedded……
imperatives, thoﾘgh incorrectly on our view:六十………………J………:　　j　　　　=‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
(58)a. Sue told me to be quiet∧
　b. Sue told 血ｅnot to be so quiet.
The iぱinitival conr!plement to a verb like teμ again fails two of the three major十
diagnostics of tねeimperative discussed in section 1, namely, the optiona!ity of the
subject andﾆthe obligatory use of do in negativeﾚand emphatiとally affir‘mativeづ
imperatives with all verbs (including be/I･ave).　　ノ　…………………　　…………＝‥　‥‥
(59)a. *Sue told me (for) you to be quiet.　Cf.ﾕ(58a).犬ﾕ
　　ｂ｡*Sue told me ltｏメ勿not/don'tbe so quiet. Cf. (58b).
We conslude then that the (58) sentences are not cases of the genuine embedded……j
imperative∧In fact, there is no convincing case of the embedded impertive at all.
　　Having established that impe皿tives cannot be embedded√the next question we　　。
might pose is why thisis so. As ａ matter of fact, our proposal about the imperative in
terms of CP with [＋lmp]Ｃ yields a 皿tural explanati叩fortりis fact and hence receives
further support.　　　　　　　　　　　　　上　…………………１　こい　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
　　In order to see this, one might consider thどtreei町(60), which would be expected in
our terms if the imperative were embedded。･･･..・･･　.･.・　　････.　　　.･　・.･　･.･
(60)
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　Ｃニ
[+Imp]
丿T祚6p')………………：
(Ｔｏ･ぐＴt｀らｃＰ)…………
＼　　ブT）ｏｃｙ＼
　＼　ニザｏｃイ∇゛為rsＰ　＼
………………:千分……
　　　　　　……　とて_乙。
　し…Ｖ‥。
‥‥　‥‥‥‥‥‥ふ犬
　＼　　　十　　l+Impl
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　Our account excludes embedded imperatives∇11kり55b). In (60) the null verb with a
strong V-feature [+Impj must overtly raise toＣ. This means that Ｃ must also have　ト
[＋lmpl as in (60), excluding a non-imperative 以jmplementizer like Z/zぶ(as in (55b))ト
Similarly, the∧(59)sentences are disallowed, since an infl｡nitivalcomplementizer foがφ
is barred from [＋!inp]Ｃ.　　し　十　　　　　　　　十　　　　　　　　　　　……
　In our terms then, there cannot be an imperative complementizer√because otherwise
the[十Imp] null vert]would not be able to move to t恥 C already filledしwiththe　　　/
complementizer. The tree in (60) with an empty [+Imp] C instead generates forms !ike
(61):　づ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　≒
(61)a. Sue told me you be quiet.
　　b. Sue told ｍｅ＼ｄｏｎｏtｌｄｏｎＨbeso quiet.
These sentences are acceptable under ａ quote interpretation for the embedded clause.ト
In fact, quotes do not behave as embedded clauses but as root clauses, and should be so
treated.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　.･.･.・・.・　　　...　･･　　.・　　＝　……=
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∧Thus, we suggest that embedded imera!ives:are precluded on aﾚprincipled basis. For
one thing, we do ｎ･otknow of any dialect of English, regional犬or historical√that allows
imperatives to be embedded below s(?me verb or other (not as quotes↓thatﾚis). Suchし（
dialect might be expected if the embedded:imperative were accidenta!ly absent in ………
standard Present-day English.　　　　　　　　　　　‥‥‥　‥‥　‥‥‥‥‥‥　　　‥‥ト
　The second problem toｂｅﾚdealtwith is how･to account for兼contrast between　　ｌ
negative imperatives and interrogatives in (62)ﾄＷ抽小has existed for someﾕtime, at
least since the Early Modern English days (りf√Ukaji√1978卜◇ノ　　ニ　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
(62)a. *Do you not believe him!(Davies, 1986)
　　b. Do you りot believe him?＼(ibidホ＝　　　十
　　A solution to this problem is already availab!e in our proposal, as itﾄturns･ｏりt.＼
Recall thatしin imperatives the null ve巾necessarily amalgamates with……Σ(e.g., nりj･), as
it passes through Z and subseqﾘｅｎt!y加¬support applies tｏ]the amal郎面We are
assuming that the null verb cannot excorpoΓate (cf.面te 14)レSince the wholeぐomplex
raises to Ｃ:ultimately, (62a) with stranded 加r has no chance of being derived.　　………
　トThe interrogative sentence in (62b) has an entirelyｻdifferent几derivationレASﾚthe verb
belieｖｅdoes not overtly raise in accord with Procrastinate unlike auxiliaries he andﾆ………
have, the verb will not amalgamate with加しSo not remains ･1 full lexical element in
overt syntax and fails to trigger 加一support. T(ense) requires do-support, because T叫
　　■■　　　■　I　.　・　　　・　　　・　　　.I　　I.　　　　･･　　｜　　　.●　..●.　●l　l.・　　　.●　●an affix and Agr the host for adjunctio!1 6f T is also an ａｍｘにSubsequent raising of画
to Ｃ derives (62b)∧　　　　　　　　　＼　　　　　.・....　　　.･.　・.･・・　　･･　　　.･.
5. Concluding Remarks　　　　十　　]　．　　　　　　二九　　　こ　上　犬　　　/
　In this paper ｗｅ･畑ｖepresented an account of a variety of imperative constructions
in English in terms of the minimalist frameworkof Chomsky (1993, 1994). Th:is
account provides a principled explanation for theぺpropertiesof the imperative sｕむhas
theﾀﾞlackof tense inflection (subsection 3.2,)√the optionality of the (explicit) subject
(subsection 3.3.), the obligatory presence of do eve:ねwith auxiliai･yverbs !ike 佃 and
Imve in negative and emphatically affirmative imperatives (subs･jction 3.4.), and the
root nature:of the imperative (section ４)，ニ　ノ∧　ニ　　尚　　　尚　二　犬　　　十
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　Another property associated withﾄimperatives is that modalりuch as can, may,
must, etc. are disa!lowed in these constructions:j‥‥‥‥/　‥‥‥　　‥‥‥　‥‥‥
(63)゛Ｃα?l speak Urdu in ａ yearレ▽　………………ト‥‥‥‥‥j…………j‥‥‥‥,………j……j
This fact follows from our analysis, if we assume that modals lack the feature[十lmp]/
and that the null imperative verb does not select a modal.◇Rather, moda!Sトoccupy theエ
same position as the null verb in a tree like (29b), but lack [+ImpレHence modal s are
incompatible with the[＋lmp]Ｃ in imperative constructions･,………:…………………………
In connection with imperatives we discussed topiぐalization and focus constructions
(subsections 2.2。2.3.). We suggested that topicalizati叩creates大曲island for…………
extraction↓because theﾀﾞconstruction is never Sりected by any χ9 element, whereas the
focus･const!ruction and AgrP fail t6 constitute ａ･･barrier･because they ar.どselected.………
This might derive from 巾Ｑ nature of the topic一己omment structure:the………topic requires,
hi°nee selects a comment･ which may take the form of Agr P or沁extension. FoeりOn
the other hand, topicalization itself is never required and not Sd:ectedﾆby a higher verb
or complementizer.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ト　････..･･　　　.・　.･･･，　　　∧
　Finally, one might think that our proposal△that C in imperatives be associated with a
　　　　　　　　I　　　　・　　　・　　　　・　　－●　　　・　●　　　　●　1　　　　　　　･･　　　　　　　　　　　・
ｖｅr!)ａｌfeatur吋＋lmp]will hve Ｓｏrねｅtheoretical consequences.ﾚChomsky (1993)　　ニ
suggests that Spec of CP is distinguished from other specifier posi斑皿S/ (（ g.√Specりfニ
AgrP, Spec of TP, etc.) in terms of L-relatedness. Thus, Spec of CP is not L-related, if
C does not contain ,i V-feature, while other specifiers are L｡rｅ!atedレ‥‥‥‥‥j　十
　If our analysis is correct, Ｃ does contain ｊａﾀﾞV-feature in imperativesレSo we might
extend Chomsky's framework by saying that in imperatives Spec t)f CりS L-related,
while in non-imperatives Spec of CPis not. However, if no phrasal elementﾀﾞraises tｏ十
Spec of CP in imperatives, given the:absence ｏｆ＼[十Iφp]as a DP feature,:then this hasｺ
no empirical consequence√in ｆａｃ仁　　　　し　．．　･．･．　・．　．　・　．・　　　　･．･．．　･万　　＼
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I. Ａ sｕl!jectof the imperative shou!ｄ卯tﾄbeむｂ㎡used withしavoca!ive.コFor one thing, a
vocative is set off by ａcomma intonation from the rest of the sentence, hence it haSれs＼
own intonation contour separate from the one over th・latter√aspointedﾚout by：ブ犬
Beuke･ma ４ Coopmans (1989):　＼　　し　…………………j……　　万‥‥　‥　‥‥‥‥‥‥　‥
(i) You, take off your coat. (vocative)………………
(ii) You take off your coat, (imperative ｓｕ1!ject)
　トThey ａ!sonote as well as Davies (1986) that the〕imperative s万ｕ句ectand the vocative
differ with respect to binding possibilities. A vocative like somと加命:, located outside
the imperative clause. may 叫)tﾚbine!a pronoun in ﾕtheimp吋ative, unlike:an im印池tive
sｕ1!jectlike somebりdy, because the vocative doりnot c一司jmmand the pronoun, while
the subject does:　　　　　　　十　　　　二∇　十‥　‥‥‥‥‥　　‥　十‥‥‥‥‥　　‥‥
りn)Sり″lebody-., tak¶卵ylhisi/＊j∇coat, (vocative)…………
(iv) Sotneb゜dy- take off his哨coat. (皿1叩呻吟ｊｕ励む1)
　Davies cites as further evidence the existence of sentence-final NPsas vocatives
(e.g., (v) below) and differences in the ranges of NI?s for vocatives and i㎡perative･
subjects (e.g･, (vi) vs. (vii)):　　　　　　‥‥‥‥‥　‥　‥‥‥‥‥　　‥‥‥‥‥‥　　‥‥‥‥
(v) Answer the phone, sotり印肌ト＼　　　　　＼‥‥‥　：‥‥‥　‥‥
(vi)a. Take a look at this, idiりt/sweeth改%rt/gorge回折皿から/.　∇
　b. *Make ａ noise, nobody.　　　………　　　:‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
(vii)a. *Idiot/＊Ｓｗｅｅtｈｅａｒt/＊Ｇｏｒ＾ｅｏｕｓl*Youfoひ/ take a look at this.
　　b.　ＮｏｂｏｄでV make a noise.　　　　十　　　　;…………
Vocatives can also occur in medial positiφ恥:inthe sentence∇unlike imperative sub!iects,
which occur ｏｎ!yin initialor second position in the sentenceよ　十　　　十　し　　　▽：
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　Finally, the vocative differs from the imperative subject in referential functions, as
noted by Davies. She observes that ”theSUt!iect'sreferent may include. as well as the
addressee. one or more third persons who are not being addressed”， while vocatives
”referonly to the addressee(s).”
(viii)a. You and your men keep watch on the left while l get into position on the right･
　　　b.*Keep watch on the left, you and your men, while l get into position on the
　　　　right.
2. The idea that the null imperative SUI!jectis not a result of deletion of yoM but a
syntactically present null element is plausible, because ”You come over here”is not the
same in semantics and pragmatic force as ”Come over here.” The former is more
marked than the latter,drawing attention to the Sｕt!jectyou as in pointing toａ
particular individual among the audience or in an attempt to claim authority over the
addressee (cf. Davies, 1986)｡
　　More significantly, as Schmer!ing (1982) notes, "Don't rain”can be t!sed as
personification, but not ”Don't you rain.” This also shows that the two alternative
constructions with and without the SUt!jectare not equal in semantico-pragmatic
possibilities. These differences may well be a reflection ofａ syntactic distinction, not
ａ mere phonological one, since the representation at the PF interface is assumed to be
inaccessible to semantic, and hence, pragmatic interpretation. We will return to this
issue in subsection 3.3･，where we offer strong evidence in favor of our approach.
3. Rochemont (1989) brinかanother set of facts to bear on this question. Consider the
following examples (i) and (ii):
(i) Mary says ぬa?John,she doesn't know but she･d like to see drunk.
(ii) *Mary says that John, she doesn't know but　tｈａt　ｓhe'dlike to s己e drunk.
　　In embedded topicalization the topic phrase John can be construed as an argument
of the right conjunt sentence only if this conjunct does not have an overt
complementizer, as in (i). Cf. Authier(1992). Rochemont points out that thisfact can
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be accounted for if we assume that topics are IP-adjoined, not being in Spec of CP nor
outside the embedded CR so that they c-command the extraction sitein both conjuncts
only in (i).　＼　　　　　　　　　つ　　　　　っつ　　　十
4. Beukema ＆ Coopmans' (1989) suggestion that the "OP'･subject ａ(!joinsto its own
clause as topicalization cannot be adopted however. since the topicalization structure
should be recast asａ Topic Phrase (TopP) in the minimalist framework, as will be
argued in the text.　Cf. note 5レノ　　　　　　ニ
5. Chomsky (1994:14) formulateりhe Prinむiple Greed in the following strong form:
(i) Greed: Move トａ]raises a to a position βonlyﾕif morphological properties of
　　　　　　a itself would not otherwise be satisfiedin the derivation.
　In this connection we might note that there are well-established syntactic processes
besides topicalization that are apparently not ｍｏ叩hologically driven, such as
Scrambling, Heavy NP shift, and Extraposition. Given Greed, they must be　　　‥
reexamined in future work. For one attempt with regard to Extraposition in Dutch, see
Kaan(1992).　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ト
6. This account of topicalization is in the spiritof Higgins (1973) and Bowers (1976)
except that the movement in question is not to [Spe, CP]as in their accounts but to
[Spec, TopP]. Cf. also Chomsky (1977) with a base-generated topic external to CP
with subsequer!t movement ofａ null-operator t9 [Spec, CP].
7. The question remains how we should account for LD cases, as distinct from
topicalization. If we were to make use of the structure in (10a)for embedded LDs, we
would incorrectly predict that theつ(5-)seねtences are grammatical. Therefore, we must
preclude a pronoun from being generated in the site of the trace in the･AgtgP in (10‘1)･
One possibility that iml!lediately suggests itselfis that LD is accommodated in the CP
structure, where the left dislocated phrase sitsin [Spec, CP]. Since CP cannot be
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embedded immediately below another (７Ｐatleast in English (witness ･'＊lbelieve that
tｈａt　3ohnis sick.”which would be wrongly predicted t(Sbe licit.if such CP iteration
were allowed), the (5') sentences are excluded.　　丿　　．　　　ト　　　ト　：
8. Authier (1992) observes thatthistype of embedded:inversion as well as embedded
topicalization(with a comma intonation)is not allowed in CP complements to nominal
heads (e.g･, cla加, beliがfact), CP Ｓｕt!jects,and CP complements to non-bridge
verbs(e･g･，whisper゜),i.e･，the constructionswhich disallow deletion of the
complementizer that.
9, Authier (1992) characterizes cases similar to (20) as involving topicalization. But
thisis not correct, since the preposed elements do not have reference ｏtﾄgeneric
interpretation and hence cannot serve as topics, as noted in subsection 2.2. Note also
that these cases do not have ａ comma intonation characteristic｡of (true) topicalization
nor ａ topic interpretation. His discussion is based on ａ misconception that cases like
(20) involve topicalization.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－
10. Note that you occurs as the sｕt!jectof the tag for the imperative with an explicit
sｕt!jectyou:　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　∧
(i) You behave yourself.･ｗilり回?(Bouton, 1982)
(ii)Don't you say that again. willyａ?(ibid.)
11. The unacceptability of sentences like (36a) and (36b) is to be expected, since the
quantifier subject in the main clause and its double in the tag quantify over the universe
of discourse independently of each other. Hence there is no guarantee that if we pick
any individual for the variable for the firstquantifier, we will pick the same individual
for the second one. That is, they d(ｊnot covary.
12. This implementation must take into account relatedphenomena of some inherently
thirdperson nominal phrases being interpreted as firstor second person nominals in
contexリn Spanish. Consider the following example:
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(i) Unos　　nos fuimos y otros･　　十 ･〇Squedasteis.犬
　some ourselves-went and others yourselves-remained.
　'Some (i.e･, we) departed and others (i.e･, you) remained.'
In the firstconjunct of (i) the subject unos ('some') takes a firstperson ｐ!ural reflexive
verb, and in the second conjunct the subject otrc刀('others') a second person plural
reflexive verb.
13. The "default" Case in English is found in some exclamatory small clauses (SC)
without any apparent Case-checker:　　　　　　　　　　コ　　　　　　　　十
(i) Speaker Ａ: l think John is clever.　:I　　　‥‥‥‥　　‥
　Speaker B: What! [scHimI＊月e cle゛ｅr]?!Ｈａ!
(ii) Speaker Ａ:l hear you joined the army･　　　　二一　　　………
　Speaker Ｂ: What! [scＭｅｌ*/in the army]?!
(iii)[scＭｅ/*/do ３ thing like that]? Never!(Davies, 1986)
14. While the notion ･'excorporation" is often appealed to in the literature. there is no
substantive theory of it developed except Roberts' (1991) attempt ａｎ(!hissubsequent
(1994) elaboration. Unfortunately, however, his theory of excorporation is not
persuasive, as Iatridou (1994) shows.
　　For the moment, we assume that the imperative null verb cannot excorporate from
　Σ(ｎｏt/Aff)by virtue of both being phonologically null and tenseless. In contrast, as
　lexical verbs are not phonologically null, they can excorporate like auxiliary verbs (＆
　and have) and modals (m砂, will, etc.)(cfバＨｅ£,v(usually) not alert”or ”He z四y
(occasionally)ﾀwt stay away”), assuming ａ･post-negative base position for modals as
　well as auxiliaries.
　　Let us assume that embedded subjunctive clauses as in (i)involve a null verb (see
　Oshima( 1993) for arguments to that effect).
(i) She regrets that they not be examined.
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Since do-support fails to apply in the embedded subjunctive as in (i), the null verb here
must be ab!ｅto excorporate from ｇ４ leaving itａnon-affixal elementレWe suggest that
the Sｕt!junctivenull verb is tensed (witness the nominative marking of the subject), so
it can ｅ?^corporate. Moreover, it must excorporate always, or c/o-support may apply, as
in imperatives, yielding ungrammatical forms with ｄｏ-ｓupport.The question why this
excorporation is obligatory remains to be answered｡
　　As for the normal ｄｏ-support to pick up tense in non-imperative clauses, we might
assume that the ｓｕt!junctivenull verb is tensed but unspecified for the feature [±Past]
and that only a specified tense requires ｄｏ-support.　Ifthisis correct, either version of
ｄＯ･support fails to apply in these Sｕt!junctiveclauses.
15，As for motivation for overt raising of these auxiliaries in declaratives (ｃ･g., "John
/“asnot ty°｀i゛ed yet")･゛e folio゛Chomsky (1993:43-44)･ascribing the l°aising
operation to their semantic vacuity and invisibility to LF rules.
16. Sｕt!iunctive clauses in (i) and (ii) contain ａ null verb, as suggested in note ｌ４.
(i)We ask that the individual citizen watch closely any developments in this matter.
(ii) She requests that they not be examined.
Note that the copulaゐ～does not raise over not in (ii),since the null verb raised to Agr
(through T) prevents such raising, much as in imperatives.　ニ　　　　犬
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